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We search for lepton-number- and baryon-number-violating decays τ− → p̄eþ e− , pe− e− , p̄eþ μ− ,
p̄e− μþ , p̄μþ μ− , and pμ− μ− using 921 fb−1 of data, equivalent to ð841  12Þ × 106 τþ τ− events, recorded
with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy eþ e− collider. In the absence of a signal,
90% confidence-level upper limits are set on the branching fractions of these decays in the range
ð1.8 − 4.0Þ × 10−8 . We set the world’s first limits on the first four channels and improve the existing limits
by an order of magnitude for the last two channels.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.111101

As lepton flavor, lepton number and baryon number are
accidental symmetries of the standard model (SM), there is
no reason to expect them to be conserved in all possible
particle interactions. In fact, lepton flavor violation has
already been observed in neutrino oscillations [1]. While
baryon number (B) is presumed to have been violated in the
early Universe, its exact mechanism still remains unknown.
To explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry observed in
nature, the following three conditions, formulated by
Sakharov [2], must be satisfied.
(1) B violation: does not yet have any experimental
confirmation.
(2) Violation of C (charge conjugation) and CP (combination of C with parity P): both phenomena have
been observed.
(3) Departure from thermal equilibrium.
Any observation of processes involving B violation would
be a clear signal of new physics. Such processes are studied
in different scenarios of physics beyond the SM such as
supersymmetry [3], grand unification [4], and models with
black holes [5].

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to
the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
and DOI. Funded by SCOAP3.

B violation in charged lepton decays often implies
violation of lepton number (L). Conservation of angular
momentum in such decays would require a change of
jΔðB − LÞj ¼ 0 or 2. These selection rules allow for
several distinct possibilities. For ΔðB − LÞ ¼ 0, the simplest choice is ΔB ¼ ΔL ¼ 0, e.g., standard beta decay.
A more interesting case is ΔB ¼ ΔL ¼ 1 obeying
the ΔðB − LÞ ¼ 0 rule, which strictly holds in the
SM and is the subject of this paper. Other intriguing
possibilities are ΔðB − LÞ ¼ 2 that include ΔB ¼ −ΔL ¼
1 (proton decay), ΔB ¼ 2 (neutron-antineutron oscillation), and ΔL ¼ 2 (neutrinoless double-beta decay). It is
important to know which one of these selection rules for B
or L violation is chosen by nature. This will address a
profound question as to whether the violation of B or L
individually implies the violation of (B − L) as well. If it
does, it must be connected with the Majorana nature of
neutrinos [6].
We report herein a search for six L- and B-violating
decays: τ− → p̄eþ e− , pe− e− , p̄eþ μ− , p̄e− μþ , p̄μþ μ− , and
pμ− μ− [7] in eþ e− annihilations at Belle. Based on 1 fb−1
of pp collision data, LHCb [8] has studied the last two
channels, setting 90% confidence-level (CL) upper limits
on their branching fractions: Bðτ− → p̄μþ μ− Þ < 3.3 × 10−7
and Bðτ− → pμ− μ− Þ < 4.4 × 10−7 . Using experimental
bounds on proton decay, authors in Refs. [9–11] predict
a branching fraction in the range of 10−30 –10−48 for these
kinds of ΔB ¼ ΔL ¼ 1 decays.
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We use 711 fb−1 (89 fb−1 ) of data recorded at (60 MeV
below) the ϒð4SÞ resonance with the Belle detector [12]
at the KEKB asymmetric-energy eþ e− collider [13]. A
sample of 121 fb−1 collected near the ϒð5SÞ peak is also
used in this search.
Belle is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer comprising a silicon vertex detector, a 50-layer central drift
chamber (CDC), an array of aerogel threshold Cherenkov
counters (ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight
scintillation counters (TOF), and a CsI(Tl) crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL). All these components are
located inside a superconducting solenoid providing a
magnetic field of 1.5 T. An iron flux return located outside
the solenoid coil is instrumented with resistive plate
chambers to detect K 0L mesons and muons (KLM).
To optimize the event selection and obtain signal
detection efficiency, we use Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
samples. Signal and background events from eþ e− →
τþ τ− ðγÞ are generated by the KKMC [14] program, while
the subsequent decays of τ leptons are handled by TAUOLA
[15] or PYTHIA [16], and final-state radiation is included
with PHOTOS [17]. For the signal MC samples, we generate
τþ τ− events, where one τ decays into pll0 ðl; l0 ¼ e; μÞ,
assuming a phase-space distribution, and the other τ into
all SM-allowed final states (“generic decay”). Non-τ
backgrounds, such as eþ e− → qq̄ (udsc continuum, BB̄),
Bhabha scattering, and dimuon processes are generated
with EvtGen [18], BHLUMI [19], and KKMC, respectively.
We generate two-photon mediated final states using DIAG36
[20] and TREPS [21]. The DAIG36 program is applied
for the eþ e− qq̄ production as well as for the eþ e− eþ e−
and eþ e− μþ μ− processes. We use TREPS to generate the
eþ e− pp̄ final state with its cross section tuned to the known
measurements. Additionally, MC samples for suppressed
decays [22] τ− → π − eþ e− ντ and π − μþ μ− ντ are used to
study possible background contaminations.
We follow a “blind” analysis technique in this search,
where the signal region (defined below) in data remains
hidden until all of our selection criteria and background
estimation methods are finalized. Below we describe
different stages of event reconstruction and selection. All
kinematic observables are measured in the laboratory frame
unless stated otherwise.
At the preliminary level, we try to retain as many generic
eþ e− → τþ τ− events as possible in the sample while
reducing obvious backgrounds. Towards that end, we apply
the following criteria on different kinematic variables.
Charged track and photon candidates are selected within
a range of 17° < θ < 150°, where θ is their polar angle
relative to the z axis (opposite the eþ beam direction). We
require the transverse momentum (pT ) of each charged
track to be greater than 0.1 GeV and the energy of each
photon to be greater than 0.1 GeV. Natural units ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1
are used throughout the paper. Each track must have a
distance of closest approach with respect to the interaction

FIG. 1. A schematic of 3–1 topology defined in the CM frame.
The blue dotted line divides the event into two hemispheres based
on the thrust-axis direction.

point (IP) within 0.5 cm in the transverse plane and
within 3.0 cm along the z axis. Candidate τ-pair events
are required to have four charged tracks with zero net
charge; this criterion greatly reduces the amount of background from high-multiplicity eþ e− → qq̄ events. We
require the primary vertex, reconstructed by minimizing
the sum of χ 2 ’s computed with helix parameters measured
for all four tracks, to be close to the IP. Requirements on the
radius, r < 1.0 cm, and z position, jzj < 3.0 cm, of the
event primary vertex suppress beam-related and cosmic
muon backgrounds.
As two-photon mediated events contain many low-pT
tracks, a minimum threshold on the highest pT track
(pmax
> 0.5 GeV) provides a useful handle against such
T
events. This background is suppressed further by requiring
either pmax
> 1 GeV or Erec > 3 GeV, where Erec is the
T
sum of momenta of all charged tracks and energies of all
photons in the center-of-mass (CM) frame. Additionally,
we require [Etot < 9 GeV, θmax < 175°, or 2 < EECL <
10 GeV] and [N barrel ≥ 2, or Etrk
ECL < 5.3 GeV], where the
CM
total energy Etot ¼ Erec þ pCM
miss with pmiss being the magnitude of the missing momentum in the CM frame, θmax is
the maximum opening angle between any two tracks, EECL
is the sum of energies deposited by all tracks and photons in
the ECL, N barrel is the number of tracks in the barrel region,
given by 30° < θ < 130°, and Etrk
ECL is the sum of energies
deposited by tracks in the ECL in the CM frame.
At the second stage of selection, we apply the following
criteria to pick up candidate events that are more signallike. First we require the four charged tracks to be arranged
in a 3–1 topology as shown in Fig. 1. This classification
is done by means of the thrust axis [23] calculated from
the observed track and photon candidates. One of the two
hemispheres divided by the plane perpendicular to the
thrust axis should contain three tracks (signal side) and
the other has one track (tag side). To reduce eþ e− → qq̄
background further, we require the magnitude of the thrust
to be greater than 0.9.
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As neutrinos are emitted only from the tag-side τ
candidate in case of a signal, the direction of the missing
momentum vector ( ⃗pmiss ) lies on the tag side. The cosine of
the angle between ⃗pmiss and the momentum of the track on
the tag side in the CM frame is thus required to be greater
than zero. Photons from radiative Bhabha and dimuon
events are emitted in the beam direction. Similarly, the
initial-state electrons and positrons in two-photon events
are emitted along the beam pipe. To suppress these events,
we require the polar angle of ⃗pmiss to lie between 5° and
175°. The aforementioned sets of selection criteria are
common to all six channels.
We require one of the three charged tracks in the signal
side to be identified as a proton or an antiproton. It must
satisfy Lðp=KÞ > 0.6 and Lðp=πÞ > 0.6, where Lði=jÞ ¼
Li =ðLi þ Lj Þ with Li and Lj being the likelihood for the
track to be identified as i and j, respectively. The likelihood
values are obtained [24] by combining specific ionization
(dE=dx) measured in the CDC, the number of photoelectrons in the ACC, and the flight time from the TOF. The
proton identification efficiency with the above likelihood
criteria is about 95%, while the probability of misidentifying a kaon or a pion as a proton is below 10%.
Electrons are distinguished from charged hadrons with a
likelihood ratio eID, defined as Le =ðLe þ Lẽ Þ, where
Le (Lẽ ) is the likelihood value for electron (not-electron)
hypothesis. These likelihoods are determined [25] using the
ratio of the energy deposited in the ECL to the momentum
measured in the CDC, the shower shape in the ECL, the
matching between the position of charged-track trajectory
and the cluster position in the ECL, the number of photoelectrons in the ACC, and dE=dx measured in the CDC. To
recover the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung, photons are
searched for in a cone of 50 mrad around the initial
direction of the electron momentum; if found, their
momenta are added to that of the electron. For muon
identification an analogous likelihood ratio [26] is defined
as μID ¼ Lμ =ðLμ þ Lπ þ LK Þ, where Lμ , Lπ , and LK are
calculated with the matching quality and penetration depth
of associated hits in the KLM. We apply eID > 0.9 and
μID > 0.9 to select the electron and muon candidates,
respectively. The electron (muon) identification efficiency
for these criteria is 91% (85%) with the probability
of misidentifying a pion as an electron (a muon) below
0.5% (2%). The kaon-to-electron misidentification rate is
negligible, while the probability of detecting a kaon as a
muon is similar to that of a pion.
We apply a loose criterion eID < 0.9 on the p or p̄
candidate to suppress the potential misidentification of
electrons as protons. No particle identification requirement
is applied for the sole track in the tag side, for which the
default pion hypothesis is assumed.
The τ lepton is reconstructed by combining a proton or
an antiproton with two charged lepton candidates. A vertex
fit is performed for the τ candidate reconstructed from
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1.72

1.74
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1.78

1.8

1.82

1.84
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FIG. 2. ΔE–M rec distribution for the τ− → p̄eþ e− signal MC
sample. The red box denotes the signal region, the region outside
it is the sideband, and the area between two green dashed lines
excluding the red box is the ΔE strip. The size of the blue filled
box represents the number of events in a given bin. For other
channels these three regions are similarly defined except that the
red box position is changed owing to the difference in ΔE and
M rec resolutions.

these three charged tracks. To identify the signal, we
use two kinematic
variables: the reconstructed
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
mass M rec ¼ Epll0 − ⃗ppll0 and the energy difference
CM
0
0
ΔE ¼ ECM
pll0 − Ebeam , where Epll and ⃗ppll are the sum of
energies and momenta, respectively, of the p, l and l0
CM
candidates. The beam energy ECM
beam and Epll0 are calculated
in the CM frame. For signal events Mrec peaks at the
nominal τ mass [27] and ΔE near zero.
The signal region is taken as 1.76 ≤ M rec ≤ 1.79 GeV
and −0.13 ≤ ΔE ≤ 0.06 GeV for the τ− → p̄eþ e− and
τ− → pe− e− channels (shown by the red box in Fig. 2).
Similarly, for the τ− → p̄eþ μ− and τ− → p̄e− μþ channels,
the signal region is defined as 1.764 ≤ Mrec ≤ 1.789 GeV
and −0.110≤ΔE≤0.055GeV. Lastly, for the τ− →
p̄μþ μ− and τ− → pμ− μ− channels, the signal region is
given by 1.766≤M rec ≤1.787GeV and −0.10≤ΔE≤
0.05 GeV. The M rec requirements correspond to a 3σ
window and the ΔE ranges are chosen to be asymmetric
[−5σ; þ3σ] owing to the radiative tail on the negative side,
where σ is the resolution of the respective kinematic
variable. The radiative tail is the largest (smallest) for
channels with two electrons (muons) in the final state. The
sideband is the ΔE–Mrec region outside the signal region;
we use it to check the data-MC agreement for different
variables. Similarly, the ΔE strip, indicated by the region
between two green dashed lines excluding the red box in
Fig. 2, is used to calculate the expected background yield in
the signal region.
We perform a sideband study to identify the sources of
background that are dominated by events with a misidentified proton or antiproton, as well as to verify the overall
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FIG. 3. M rec and ΔE distributions in the sideband for τ− →
p̄eþ e− before the photon conversion veto applied. Black arrows
denote the signal region. Signal MC events are arbitrarily
normalized while background MC events are scaled to the
number of data events.

FIG. 4. M eþ e− and M p̄eþ (electron hypothesis) distributions in
the τ− → p̄eþ e− sideband. Black arrows show the conversion
veto position. Signal MC events are arbitrarily normalized while
background MC events are scaled to the number of data events.

data-MC agreement. After applying the requirements
used for the selection of τ-pair events and charged
particle identification, the M rec and ΔE distributions for
the remaining τ− → p̄eþ e− candidates in the sideband are
shown in Fig. 3.
Photon conversion in the detector material constitutes a
major background for the τ− → p̄eþ e− channel. To suppress it, we require the invariant mass of two oppositely
charged track pairs Meþ e− and Mp̄eþ , calculated under the
electron hypothesis, to be greater than 0.2 GeV (Fig. 4).
The remaining contribution is largely from radiative
Bhabha events leading to the final state of eþ e− eþ e− .
As there are four electrons in the final state, a maximum
threshold of 10 GeV on the sum of their ECL cluster
energies helps suppress these backgrounds. We apply the
same set of criteria for τ− → pe− e−.
In the τ− → p̄eþ μ− channel, the presence of p̄ and eþ in
the final state leads to a possible background from photon
conversion. A conversion veto (Mp̄eþ > 0.2 GeV) as
described above is applied to suppress its contamination;
here the electron hypothesis is assumed for the antiproton
track. We apply no conversion veto for τ− → p̄e− μþ in
absence of a peak in M p̄μþ .

We check the possibility of electrons from photon
conversion faking muons in τ− → pμ− μ− . This arises from
radiative dimuon events, where one of the electrons from
γ → eþ e− is misidentified as a proton and the other as a
muon. For the latter to happen, the electron must pick up
some KLM hits of the signal-side muon while both have the
same charge. On calculating the invariant mass of the
proton and muon tracks under the electron hypothesis, we
find a small peak and apply the veto Mpμ− > 0.2 GeV to
suppress the conversion. As both muons have the opposite
charge in τ− → p̄μþ μ− , there is no chance for an electron
to fake a muon. Indeed, a negligible peaking contribution
is found in the Mp̄μþ distribution, requiring no conversion veto.
From the MC study the following sources of backgrounds remain after the final selection. We find contributions mainly from τ decays, two-photon, and qq̄ events
for τ− → p̄eþ e− ; and τ decay and two-photon events for
τ− → pe− e− . Similarly, τ decays, dimuon, and qq̄ events
are the residual contributors for τ− → p̄eþ μ− ; and τ decays,
dimuon, qq̄, and two-photon events for τ− → p̄e− μþ. For
τ− → pμ− μ− and τ− → p̄μþ μ− we have contributions
mostly from τ decays and qq̄ events. The backgrounds
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→ p̄e e
→ pe− e−
→ p̄eþ μ−
→ p̄e− μþ
→ pμ− μ−
→ p̄μ− μþ
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listed above for a given channel are in the descending order
of their contributions. While calculating the background
contribution from τ decays, we use the exclusive MC
samples for suppressed decays, where appropriate.
To calculate the background in the signal region, we
assume a uniform background distribution along the M rec
axis in Fig. 2. The assumption is validated with MC
samples before applying the method to data. As only a
few events survive our final set of selections, it becomes a
challenge to know the background shape in the M rec -ΔE
plane. Instead of changing our selections channel-bychannel, we release the proton identification requirement
for all six channels to check the background shape in the
sideband. While this alleviates the issue of low event yields,
we find for τ− → pμ− μ− and p̄μþ μ− the negative ΔE
region is overpopulated, mostly owing to π → μ misidentification in generic τ decays. Similarly, in case of τ− →
p̄eþ e− and p̄e− μþ the positive ΔE region has a higher
event yield coming from two-photon and radiative dimuon
events. On the other hand, for all the channels the ΔE strip
is found to have a uniform event density in M rec . Therefore,
we calculate the background yield in the signal region
based on the number of events found in the ΔE strip in lieu
of the full sideband. The expected numbers of background
events in the signal region with uncertainties are listed in
Table I for all channels.
For τ− → pe− e− and p̄eþ μ− channels, no events survive
in the ΔE strip as shown in Fig. 5. In these two cases, we
use the following method to get an approximate background yield in the strip. As the τ− → pμ− μ− channel has
the most number of events, we take the ratio of events in its
lower sideband with and without applying proton identification. We multiply this ratio by the number of events
found in τ− → pe− e− and p̄eþ μ− without proton identification requirement to get an approximate background
yield in the ΔE strip, from which the expected number of
background in the signal region is calculated. We have
checked that this method gives a background yield consistent with that directly obtained from the ΔE strip for
other four channels.
We calculate the systematic uncertainties arising
from various sources. The uncertainties due to lepton

τ-→ pe-e-

−0.1

−0.1

ΔE (GeV)

τ
τ−
τ−
τ−
τ−
τ−

þ −

N bkg

τ-→ pe+e-

τ-→ pμ-μ-

0.2

0.1

0.1

0

0

ΔE (GeV)

−

ϵð%Þ

ΔE (GeV)

Channel

0.2

ΔE (GeV)

TABLE I. Signal detection efficiency, number of expected
background events (N bkg ), number of observed data events
(N obs ), 90% CL upper limits on the signal yield and branching
fraction for various decay channels.

τ-→ pμ-μ+

−0.1

−0.1

−0.2

−0.2
−0.3

−0.3

−0.4
1.7 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.8 1.82 1.84

−0.4
1.7 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.8 1.82 1.84

Mrec(GeV)
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FIG. 5. ΔE–M rec distributions where the red box denotes the
signal region and the green ΔE strip is used to calculate the
expected background. Black dots represent the data.

identification are 2.3% per electron and 2.0% per muon.
Similarly, the proton identification uncertainty is 0.5%.
Tracking efficiency uncertainty is 0.35% per track, totaling
1.4% for four tracks in the final state. For the systematic
uncertainty due to efficiency variation, we take half of the
maximum spread in efficiency with respect to its average
value found in the invariant-mass variables: M pl , Mpl0 , and
Mll0 . The uncertainty in the trigger efficiency studied with
a dedicated trigger simulation program is found to be 1.2%
[22]. All these multiplicative contributions are added in
quadrature to get a total systematic uncertainty in efficiency. The uncertainty associated with integrated luminosity is 1.4%, and that due to the eþ e− → τþ τ− cross
section is 0.3%. Both contribute as an uncertainty to the
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number of τ pairs used in the upper limit calculation
(see below).
There is one event observed in data in each of the
τ− → p̄eþ e− , pe− e− , and pμ− μ− channels as shown in
Fig. 5. We find no events in the signal region in the case of
τ− → p̄e− μþ , p̄eþ μ− , and p̄μ− μþ . As the number of events
observed in the signal region is consistent with the background prediction, we calculate an upper limit using the
Feldman-Cousins method [28]. The 90% CL upper limit on
the signal yield (N UL
sig ) is obtained with the POLE program
[29] based on the number of observed data and expected
background events, the uncertainty in background, as well
as uncertainties in efficiency and number of τ pairs. The
upper limit on the branching fraction is then:
Bðτ− → pμ− μ− Þ <

N UL
sig
2N ττ ϵ

;

ð1Þ

where the detection efficiency in the signal region (ϵ) is
determined by multiplying the off-line selection efficiency
by the trigger efficiency, and N ττ ¼ σ ττ Lint ¼ ð841 
12Þ × 106 is the number of τ pairs expected in 921 fb−1
of data. The trigger efficiency is about 90% for all the
channels. In Table I we list results for all channels. The
obtained upper limits range from 1.8 × 10−8 to 4.0 × 10−8 .
In summary, we have searched for six lepton-numberand baryon-number-violating τ decays into a proton
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